
Doug Dvorak is a professional corporate motivational speaker who provides custom tailored programs and 
speeches while using laughter to convey an inspirational message. Doug Dvorak’s mission is to improve 
client productivity, staff motivation levels and all other aspects of sales and marketing management. Doug’s 
clients include Fortune 1000 companies, small businesses, civic organizations, individual investors and 
entrepreneurs. 
 
An effective motivational speaker need not only inspire, but they must also be able to entertain. Doug 
Dvorak’s keynote speaking employs this unique talent by incorporating humor into powerful and dynamic 
programs that deliver inspirational messages. 

Doug believes in the power of laughter just as a doctor believes in the power of medicine. His polished 
speeches are threaded with bits of humor that can quell the most precarious situations and bring true 
satisfaction to the most tedious activities. Whether you want to motivate your employees to improve 
success, implement more effective business processes or motivate your sales staff, Doug Dvorak’s 
humorous motivational speeches and programs will advance your corporate objectives. 

While humor is a key component in Doug’s agenda, Doug Dvorak also maintains a robust professional code 
of ethics. Doug holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business Administration and a Master of Business 
Administration in Marketing Management. While maintaining a professional code of ethics, Doug’s sense of 
humor flourishes in his programs and keynote speeches. He is a graduate of the famed Player’s Workshop 
of the Second City located in Chicago, Illinois, one of the oldest and most prestigious improvisational 
comedy schools in the world. 

Doug conducts personalized presentations and workshops. He speaks to management groups, business 
owners, and professional associations that appreciate his customized programs which never fail to bring 
smiles to people’s faces. 

Doug Dvorak’s energized motivational speaking will smooth the progress of getting your employees goals 
met! A good mixture of comedy and motivation will provide your employees with a higher level of self-worth 
and qualify your workers to achieve all future challenges. 

In addition, Doug Dvorak is the accomplished author of “Build Your Own Brand” and “$ales 3.0 The New 
Contact Sport”. Furthermore Doug is a contributing Author to the best-selling book, “The Masters of 
Success”. 

Having traveled to all 50 of the United States and visited over 107 countries. As a professional speaker, 
Doug incorporates his traveling experiences to inspire and educate his audience through various 
presentations and workshops. Mr. Dvorak's unique combination of educational, professional and travel 
experiences has helped him become one of the world’s most sought-after sales training consultants, 
lecturers, teachers and life coaches today. 

Doug has been a frequent feature in numerous articles and interviews including, USA Today, The Wall 
Street Journal, The Chicago Daily Harold, Crain's Chicago Business, Small Business Journal, The Chicago 
Tribune, Human Resources Insider, Chicago Sun-Times News Group and The Daily Southtown. He was 
named one of the Top Ten Sales Professionals in America by Personal Selling Power Magazine. 

Doug firmly believes that kindness; relationship building and character construction contribute irreplaceable 
attributes to a person’s life. He knows what it takes to become a success and the rewards that follow. Doug 
has astonished and inspired thousands of audiences’ worldwide with his personalized messages. Mentoring, 
motivating and inspiring each and every audience member to learn how to get what he or she wants out of 
life. 

Doug’s affectionate and straightforward method in guiding others to better their careers, build meaningful 
and lasting relationships and enhance their overall lives is beyond compare. 

 
 
 


